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Purpose of routine

■ To ensure that the party which discovers the security breach (privacy breach, cyber-attack, etc.) 
takes immediate measures on their side to prevent the breach from inflicting more harm. For this 
purpose, the party shall follow their internal routines.

■ If the party sees it probable that other parties in the solution must also take immediate measures 
on their sides to prevent further harm linked to the security breach, the routine shall facilitate 
continuous updated and available contact information. This contact list, which shall only be used in 
the event of a security breach, will contain the name of the party, the name of the contact person, 
a phone number, and an e-mail.

■ To establish an emergency action group* with involved parties responsible for continual handling 
of the security breach and writing an incident report.

* The group shall be established within working hours, as soon as Bits have been aware of the breach. Bits shall ensure that the emergency action 
group is established and will summon the first meeting - where it will be decided which party in the group will be Bits' contact person. Bits will 
attend the introduction in the first meeting but will not be an active participant in the group. It is the group itself that shall be responsible for the 
handling and follow-up of the security breach. The group shall remain active until the incident report is handed to the affected parties.
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Security Breach
Prosess overview

1.a
Security breach is discovered by a data 

consumer

1.b
Security breach is discovered by a data 

provider

2
Emergency action group investigates the 

incident
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Security breach discovered by data consumer1.a

Link to contact information (password is specified in 
the SLA for Control)

Link to contact information (password is specified in 
the SLA for Control)

For privacy breach: 

For security breach: 

If the security breach also applies to 
privacy breach, both contact lists must 
be used. 
Otherwise, if the breach only applies to 
one of them, use the contact list that 
applies to the breach.

*If there are any doubts, the Data Consumer should inform the Data Providers. 

https://bitsnorge.github.io/dsop-documentation/assets/Kontaktliste%20sikkerhetsavvik.docx
https://bitsnorge.github.io/dsop-documentation/assets/Kontaktliste%20sikkerhetsavvik.docx
https://bitsnorge.github.io/dsop-documentation/assets/Kontaktliste%20personvernhendelser.docx
https://bitsnorge.github.io/dsop-documentation/assets/Kontaktliste%20personvernhendelser.docx
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Security breach discovered by data provider1.b

*If there are any doubts, the Data Providers should inform the Data Consumers. 

Link to contact information (password is specified in 
the SLA for Control)

Link to contact information (password is specified in 
the SLA for Control)

For privacy breach: 

For security breach: 

If the security breach also applies to 
privacy breach, both contact lists must 
be used. 
Otherwise, if the breach only applies to 
one of them, use the contact list that 
applies to the breach.

https://bitsnorge.github.io/dsop-documentation/assets/Kontaktliste%20sikkerhetsavvik.docx
https://bitsnorge.github.io/dsop-documentation/assets/Kontaktliste%20sikkerhetsavvik.docx
https://bitsnorge.github.io/dsop-documentation/assets/Kontaktliste%20personvernhendelser.docx
https://bitsnorge.github.io/dsop-documentation/assets/Kontaktliste%20personvernhendelser.docx
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Emergency action group investigates the incident2
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